ART. IX — The lost German mines at Caldbeck
BY RICHARD SMITH, SAMUEL MURPHY AND WARREN ALLISON

T

HE Caldbeck mines were a significant part of the operations of the
Company of Mines Royal who introduced German miners into the Lake
District in 1563. The project is important in that it was the first large-scale
copper mining and smelting operation in the UK which was well documented. New
smelting techniques were introduced which were capable of treating argentiferous
copper sulphide ores and the more complex lead/copper/silver ores from Caldbeck.
Mining started at Caldbeck in June 1566 but was soon discontinued and was not
started in earnest until 1568. Work there continued under the supervision of the
Hechstetter family until around 1630 and then was not resumed until around 1695.
The identity of the principal Elizabethan copper mines near Keswick and
Coniston has long been known, but the locations of the Caldbeck mines have not.
The lead/copper mines at Roughtengill have generally been considered to be the
most probable candidates for German working, however recent field work combined
with studies of published work and records in the relevant archives, has now allowed
identification of the principal German mines.

Historical Records
State records show that silver and copper were being mined somewhere in the
Caldbeck fells from at least 1319, 1 and probably intermittently thereafter.
Collingwood 2 published verbatim accounts of the Elizabethan phase of mining by
the Germans from the Langnauer, Haug & Co., records that give the names of the
mines and miners, together with many other details. Hammersley 3 has published a
verbatim transcription of the Hechstetter diaries' which relate mainly to the
Jacobean period 1601-1630 and give detailed accounts of the mine levels, together
with a transcript of the BL Sloane MS. 2487. These principal compilations, together
with State papers and documents from other sources, have been used to put together
a description of the German workings which, in conjunction with a survey of the
present mining features, allows identification of the mines.
In a survey of the mines by George Bowes and Francis Nedham in 1602, it was
confirmed that the Caldbeck mines were already ancient, for they wrote that "... in
ould tyme before theis Germains commninge to Keswike, it hath bine wrought
aboute fowerscore ffathome vnder the topp of the mountayne, nere the levell of the
worke, at what depth we knowe not". 5
The first record of the German works at Caldbeck comes from Collingwood's
table of expenditure covering the early period 1564-68. 6 This shows that copper
mining started at Caldbeck in about June 1566 and finished at the end of the same
year. Fifteen months later mining started again at Caldbeck, principally as a local
source of lead supplementing purchases from Alston Moor and elsewhere.'
In 1568 the ore was being raised at a working known as the Reiterin (Rider), but
there is no indication of its location. In September/October 1569 two Germans were
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working on contract in an adit near the Rider. By the end of 1569 most of the work
was being done at the Rider, but a fathom of driving was done at another site called
the Lower Nick.' No detailed records have survived for 1570, but copper and lead
ores were produced at Caldbeck that year.'
Initially there was no plant or buildings at Caldbeck, but from Easter 1571
English carpenters erected buildings and other structures, mostly concerning the
ore-dressing plant. The appointment of Eleanor Youdal as the caretaker of the
men's house indicates that the Company's own lodging house at the mines was
completed at this time. The workings in 1571 were the Rider and Emanuel stolne,
the latter a new level probably named after the 15 year-old eldest son of Daniel
Hechstetter. Both workings were probably on the same vein, for when Israel Waltz
the surgeon attended William Dauson in April, the records state that the
Englishman was "hurt in the Caldbeck mine", the singular being evidence that only
one mine was being worked. 10
Collingwood tells us nothing about the Caldbeck mines for the year 1572, but
before Easter of 1573 both Emanuel stolne and a level known simply as the New
Adit were being worked." Later records reveal that the New Adit, known then as
New stolne, was 14 fathoms below Emanuel stolne on the same vein. 12
During 1573 a great deal of development work was being done both in Emanuel
and the New stolnes and a stamping house was built. The ore-dressing works then
comprised the stamping house built on three wooden siles with a dry-stone wall
around it, a courtyard, water wheel, sluices and so on. 13 In September that year three
Germans were working in another new place called David, probably named after
another of Daniel's sons, born in May 1572. This was evidently an unsuccessful
trial, for there is no further mention of it in the German records. At the end of the
year contract work was being done in Emanuel and New stolnes, with some ore
being raised by tributers at the Rider. 14
Between Easter and Whitsuntide of 1575 the Glückh (Fortune) was discovered.
Since no development work was reported and as it was not referred to as a stolne, it
was an open-work on the outcrop of a vein. This find proved to be as fortunate as
the name suggests, for it immediately became the most prolific of the Caldbeck
workings. During the next period to 14 September one German took a contract
"hinder dem Veldort beim Glückh" which literally means "behind the field-place by the
Fortune". Soon after, another German took a contract at a new level called
Elisabeth stolne, but this proved to be a failure, for apart from another contract in
the following period, no further mention of it is made in the German records. 15 Later
records show that a level called the Fortune stolne was on the same vein but 16 fm
higher than Emanuel stolne.' 6
The year 1576 continued the success story of the Fortune but a new level appears
at the St James' Day reckoning called Marx (or Mark's) stolne. Development was
carried out at Fortune and Marx stolne, and tributing at the Fortune totalled
X 45 10s. 10d., showing that Fortune was still providing the bulk of the output at
Caldbeck."
In 1577 the detailed German accounts came to an end. The Shrovetide account
is missing and the Easter and Whitsuntide accounts were merged, but the latter
showed that Fortune was the only productive working, with a little development at
Marx stolne. The next, and last, accounts deal with the period ending St. James
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Day. Tributers produced ore from Fortune, and also sorted some ore for a weekly
wage. No work was done at Marx stolne.18
This is the end of the Augsburg accounts, and two years later the Company of
Mines Royal relinquished its direct control of mining and leased the works to
Customer Thomas Smith (or Smythe) and Daniel Hechstetter, with effect from
Christmas 1580. Daniel (the Elder) died on 14 May 1581 but Smith continued until
the lease expired at Michaelmas 1586. Smith renewed the lease in his own name for
two years and then in 1589 obtained a ten year lease, but continued by himself only
until Michaelmas 1590 when he was joined in the venture by Mark Steinberger and
Emanuel Hechstetter.1 9
When Smith's original lease was about to be renewed, an inventory of the whole
mining works was made by Richard Leeds (or Ledes), the Company's accountant, in
CaldbecSeptember
k.20
1586, which included a list of the buildings, tools and equipment then at
There were two buildings at Caldbeck: a stamping house at the foot of the hill,
walled with stone and roofed with slate which housed stamps and buddling tables,
and a lodging house for the workmen. The latter was thatched with bracken, the
lower part divided by partitions into four small rooms with a sleeping loft over the
whole. It lay east-west and contained downstairs a kitchen at the east end, a dining
room, entrance hall with steps to the loft, and a bedroom at the west end.
The mines prospered for several years but by 1597 were in difficulties again and
the lease was terminated at Christmas that year, the Company once more taking
control of the mining operations. This proved very unprofitable, and a new lease was
granted to Emanuel, Joseph and Daniel Hechstetter as from Christmas 1600. Prior
to this, instructions dated 12 February 1599/1600 were given to George Bowes,
Christopher Pyckeringe and Edmund Dudley by Queen Elizabeth's Court of
Exchequer to inspect the mines, and their report contains a useful description of
intended developments at Caldbeck.'
The Caldbeck mine was then being worked in a small way by three tributers
producing no more than three kibbles of lead or copper ore weekly. Despite this the
mine was being developed as a shaft was being sunk from Emanuel stolne into the
New stolne, and a level was recommended to be driven in or near New Stolne:
"Wee also conceive that a Stolne or drifte to be driven at the levell of the Newstolne
in the ligget (right againste the entrance of the saied Newstolne) x fathoms more
sowthe than the saied Stolne laste driven, will (by the grace of god) discouer a vaine
wch hitherto hath not ben founde, wch stolne may be p'formed Wth xli charge at the
moste". Although it is not clear from this extract exactly what was intended, it
appears that an internal cross-cut drift was to be driven south in the footwall (ligget)
of the vein, revealing that the vein must hade to the north. The inspectors were also
anxious that some £200 should be expended on sundry trials to prove the vein at its
extremities: "one shafte to be suncke upon the leader or gange under the height of
the hill for tryall whether the vaine continue the course (as wee conceive it doeth)
westwardes thorrowe that mountaine And one Stolne to be driven at the Easte parte
of that hill neare to a Stolne called Blinde Wastell wch was ignorantlie driven upon
the ligget ...".
A second audit by George Bowes and Francis Nedham (Needham) relied much
more on their own observations and probably took place in August 1602. Their
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report, already quoted in part, gives more information on the mine. 22 Activity had
increased, the washing plant had been refurbished and repairs to buildings and
equipment carried out. New stolne was said to be in good condition from the level
mouth nearly to the forehead, where water had caused it to fall in. There was a small
vein of rich lead ore there. In Emanuel stolne a shaft had been sunk from a point
about 50 fm (91 m) from the (niew?) mouth into the New stolne, where rich lead
ore had been obtained a year ago, but this was exhausted and the shaft was now
blocked. Other rich veins of silver and copper ores, the latter accessed by a cross-cut
level, were worked out. Fortune Stolne was said to be "... wholly decayed". Bowes
recommended that for the better working of the mines one of the old pre-German
workings should be cleaned to the bottom and sunk another fathom to allow a level
to be driven below them and thus take away the water which was said to have
hindered the Germans "in sinking of day shafts and drying of stolnes". To prove the
vein elsewhere he recommended building one or more dams and hushing "in the
topp" in the area about the miner's lodging house.
In January 1617/8, a report by Daniel Hechstetter to Sir Richard Smith, Sir
William Owen and Sir Francis Nedham emphasised that the three levels, spaced 30
fm from the highest to the lowest and interconnected by shafts for drainage and
ventilation, were well ordered, had ore in their foreheads and could be driven
forward into high ground. The lessees went on to request financial assistance in
driving a new lower level: ". . . we must once more entreat that yow will give way
and helpe towart the bringinge in of an adit called the blinde wastel being begun
above xxx yeares sence which will come in xxx fathoms under the level of the
Newstoln this adit must be driven some 210 fathomes upon the leader . .
Clearly the mouth of the Blinde Wastel level was on the same vein as Emanuel and
New stolnes but some 30 fm below the latter and 210 fm from the ore shoot which
was being worked in the levels above.
The following year similar letters of January and May reveal that all three
production levels were worked and yielding about 40 kibbles of ore a week, of which
90% was lead ore. The letter of May 1619 says ". . . God give good success at
Kadbeck wher wee have hadd our best ewer in the New stoln being the lowest stolne
of iii ...". 24
By May 1620 Caldbeck had become the only hope for survival of the Company,
but New stolne was virtually barren. Fortune stolne was in such poor condition that
it was inaccessible and could not be recovered, but it was hoped to reach the
forehead by rising out of Emanuel. The New stolne was now 170 fm long from day
to forehead, and Emanuel above 150 fm long. Once more the driving of Blinde
Wastel (now said to have been started some 40 years ago) was brought up.
The mines at Caldbeck carried on for several years more, but were stopped in
1630, when the assets and state of the mines were described. 26 They are said to have
been worked for almost 60 years and had encountered workable ore for a distance of
200 fm along the vein and to a depth of 30 fm, but this was wrought out and further
ore in the sole of the New stolne could not be extracted unless a new level was
driven 15 fm below it. This level would start as a 43 fm cross-cut to the vein. A
marginal note shows the lengths of the levels: "Emanuel Stoln is 220 fthmes in
Lenght New Stoln is In lenght 260 fathms Blind Wastel to be driven wilbe under the
new stoln 25 fathomes and in lenght 240 fath all upon the Leader it must have at
'
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least 8 nether shafts". Evidently the extension of Blinde Wastel proposed earlier had
not been adopted and a marginal note estimates the depth gained by driving the
Blinde Wastel would be 25 instead of 30 fm, perhaps taking account of the necessary
upward slope of the long level from its mouth.
Historical Summary

The essential features of the detailed German accounts are that the principal mine
workings at Caldbeck were on a single vein or vein group which produced lead,
copper and silver ores, lying on the flank of a high fell. The strike or course of this
vein ran approximately east-west, and the hade was to the north. At the upper end of
the vein were ancient surface workings extending for a distance of 80 fm, part of, or
an extension to which, was worked by the German miners and called the Rider.
Three adit levels were used to exploit the vein, two were driven below the old
workings: Emanuel stolne, possibly started in 1569 but was definitely being worked
in 1572, and the New stolne 14 fm below Emanuel, which was in existence by
Easter of 1573. The Fortune working was first mentioned in 1575, but its location at
Caldbeck is not given; it was only worked on tribute, never on contract — a fairly
clear indication that it was an outcrop working. Fortune stolne, 30 fm above the
New stolne, was referred to in 1602 and repeatedly afterwards. It is reasonable to
conclude that this level was an underground continuation of the earlier Fortune
outcrop working.
Emanuel stolne was 220 fm long and New stolne 260 fm long by 1630, a fourth
level, the Blinde Wastel, started directly on the lower end of the same vein in about
1580, would have had to be driven about 210 fm to reach the start of the productive
ground. Since Blinde Wastel was at the east end of the vein and either 25 or 30 fm
below the New stolne, the Germans were working a strong vein at least 450-500 fm
(0.8-0.9 km) long over a vertical distance of at least 70 fm (130 m), and located in
ground rising to the west. The lodging house was near the mines and orientated
roughly east-west, but the stamping house and washing grounds were at the bottom
of the hill. If all the work suggested in 1600 was carried out, there would be a shaft
at the west end of the workings and two levels at the east end, and if the 1602
exploration was carried out there could be hushes in the region of the miners'
lodging house. No hint as to the locations of the three failed trials, David (1573),
Elisabeth Stolne (1576) and Marx Stolne (1576) is given.
Location of the German Mines

Productive lead/copper veins of this size are few, only Roughtengill, Silvergill and
Driggeth veins are possible candidates for the German operations, and all
conformed to the general topographical parameters outlined above.
Driggeth/Sandbeils

The Driggeth vein is a large NE-SW trending vein which hades to the north or
north-west and is shown on the geological map (BGS Sheet 23: Cockermouth) as a
tcwaas_003_2001_vol1_0011
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continuation of Roughtengill vein. It cuts across the east flank of High Pike in
ground rising to the west and extends down to the north-east as far as Sandbeds
mine, which gives it sufficient length to be considered a possible site. The main
argument against the Driggeth vein is that because of the northerly hade relatively
long cross-cuts are necessary to intersect the south-west end of the vein from the
south-east side. For example the Deep Level, known also as the Smithy Level, was
driven 123 fm to reach the Driggeth vein just 30 fm below the outcrop whereas the
German level which was proposed to be driven 15 fm below New Stolne (and at
least 50 fm below outcrop), was estimated to need only a 43 fm cross-cut.
The north-east end at Sandbeds is a better fit with the historical descriptions and
two old trial levels have been driven in the upper part of Sandbeds Gill, one at 40 fm
below the highest workings at the south-west end, and the other 100 fm away and
28 fm lower. However these are also unlikely candidates for the German levels as
they were driven to try a small local lead vein rather than the main Driggeth vein,
whose position in this area was not known even in the early 19th century. The 60 fm
and 90 fm levels at Sandbeds were both driven for several years before they came to
productive ground and there is no evidence of extensive ancient working. For these
reasons the Driggeth vein was ruled out as the principal site at Caldbeck worked by
the Germans.

Roughtengill
Roughtengill vein, known until the mid-eighteenth century as Duch Moss, is an
obvious choice, and like Driggeth, trends NE-SW with a hade to the north-west.
The outcrop rises to the south-west and reaches a maximum elevation on the southeast flank of Balliway Rigg where it is scarred with old pit workings. It then drops
sharply to Thief Gills before rising gently in boggy ground towards the Knott. The
difficulty here is that there are no known ancient levels in Roughten Gill near the old
pit workings. Shallow cross-cut levels had been driven into the south-east side of the
hill below the pits to cut the vein a few fathoms below the outcrop, but the lowest
ancient cross-cut level to the vein is Roper's (or 30 fm) level, known to have been
driven from Roughtengill beck in the late 1690s. A theodolite survey showed that
this level was only about nine fathoms below the outcrop of the vein where it crosses
Roughten Gill, its "30 fm" appellation coming from its depth below the highest
point on the outcrop on Balliway Rigg. Despite the north-west hade of the vein, the
large angle that Roughten Gill makes with the vein means that any lower cross-cuts
would be inconveniently long for driving by pre-gunpowder technology. This is
shown clearly by the 60 fm level, actually 46.9 m or 25.6 fm below the 30 fm level,
which required a 60 fm cross-cut to reach the vein. The positions of these levels and
the outcrop of the Roughten Gill lode are shown in the plan of Figure 1.

Silvergill
This strong lead/copper vein lies to the north of Roughtengill vein and has a length
of at least 1.5 km. Its features at the west end, from its intersection with Roughten
Gill to the head of Silver Gill, coincide closely with those described in the archival
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sources. After a steep rise from Roughten Gill, the outcrop across the front of
Balliway Rigg has a gentle gradient, which increases greatly along Silver Gill. The
strike of the vein is 68° west of north, closer to an east-west direction than
Roughtengill vein, and the hade is to the north.
Silver Gill has always been referred to in mining records as a very old mining
ground, and existing records do not refer to any significant ore extraction after the
early 19th century. There is no doubt that it had been worked extensively in earlier
times for there is evidence of open-cut workings on Balliway Rigg at both the east
and west ends, a shaft sunk on the outcrop at the head of Silver Gill, and several
levels.
When this investigation was commenced five levels exploiting the Silvergill vein
were known. The lowest, No. 1 on Figure 1, is an ancient hand-cut cross-cut level
driven into the south-east bank of Roughten Gill to intersect the vein. A short
distance to the south and higher up, another hand-cut level (No. 2) was driven
directly on the Silvergill vein from the west bank of Roughten Gill where the vein
crosses the beck. This consists of a short drive along the hanging wall of the vein
with a cross-drive into the vein a few metres from the entrance, blocked by a
collapse, and another blind cross-drive near the end which appears to have been
extended by blasting. Plate 1 shows the neat pick marks on the roof and walls of the
level, so typical of an early hand-cut level.
The remaining levels are in Silver Gill. The lowest, No. 3 on Figure 1, is
identified as the 50 fm level in a mid-19th century description of the Silvergill
workings,' and was present but inaccessible in 1823. The entrance, now blocked, is
said to have been driven by blasting, making it a relatively recent work. Further up
Silver Gill where the south-east bank becomes a ravine, an ancient hand-cut level
(No. 4) has long been known. This starts as a 30 m cross-cut drive with a
rectangular hand-cut shaft in the floor at the point where the cross-cut meets the
vein. A hand-cut level has been driven in both directions along the hanging wall; the
drive to the WSW is blocked almost immediately, that to the ENE is c.20 m long to
a blind end and has been backfilled for almost the entire distance. From a point near
the blind end a short (c.9 m) cross-cut has been driven into the footwall, and shothole marks on the walls show that this was driven, or possibly widened and extended
by blasting.
Higher up the gill the Silvergill vein runs into the steeply-rising ravine from the
east and its outcrop continues along the gill on the west bank, largely buried under a
loose scree slope. The vein is exposed at one point as a 2 m wide rib of quartz with
copper mineralization, protruding from the scree, and in the hanging wall side a
level had been driven along the vein in a WSW direction (No. 6 on Figure 1). The
entrance is now blocked to the roof but can be entered with difficulty. Inside, the
working opens out to reveal two branches, one straight ahead and the other a crosscut towards the footwall, both immediately blocked by loose material apparently
having run-in from the surface or shallow stopes. The walls are hand-cut, indicating
an early working. As recently as 1982 the working was much larger with the left
branch extending for an unspecified distance but possibly twice as far as the other
branch. The working was described as in a very shattered condition throughout and
in some parts quite unsafe. 28 This working is probably that shown as a "hole" in a
map of 1823. 29 At the head of Silver Gill is the last working, a blocked shaft
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PLATE 1. Neat hand-cut walls of level No. 2, typical of workings
driven before the adoption of blasting c.1700. Note the pick marks
on upper left.

PLATE 2. The entrance to level No. 6 on Silvergill, showing the
neatly-cut but slanting walls of the tunnel which was driven on a
dead cross-vein.
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surrounded by a considerable spoil heap which shows traces of copper
mineralization. This shaft, No. 7 on Figure 1, has been sunk directly on the sloping
vein from the outcrop, although there was no direct evidence for this other than
traces of copper mineralization in the dump material. The "Golden Hugh" working
shown on plans of 1710 3 ° and 1724 31 seems to comprise all the workings at the upper
end of Silver Gill.
Comparing these surface observations with the information gleaned from the
ancient records strongly supports the identification of Silvergill as the vein on which
the Germans concentrated their working at Caldbeck. Balliway Rigg and the upper
reaches of Silver Gill have the general topography deduced from the records, and
Silvergill vein itself conforms in length, hade and general direction. The presence of
a shaft at the extreme west end and two levels close together at the east end are
useful additional indicators in accordance with the trials suggested in 1600. If these
trials had indeed been made then the westernmost of the two levels must be Blinde
Wastel and the main working levels must be above it, New Stolne 25 or 30 fm
higher, Emanuel another 14 fm higher, and Fortune 16 fm above Emanuel. A great
difficulty with this hypothesis was that only three levels were known, one low in
Silvergill and of late origin, and their exact positions were uncertain and in particular
their heights relative to each other and the lower levels at the east end of Silvergill.

Excavations and survey
At this point authors Murphy and Smith made contact with Warren Allison and
other members of the Mines of Lakeland Exploration Society (MOLES). This
group, with the permission of the National Park Authority, was exploring and
recording mining features in the Caldbeck Fells, and had suspected the presence of
another level in Silvergill some way above level No. 4, since an old bouse teem had
been found there, subsequently destroyed by mineral hunters. Probing of the area in
August 1997 revealed a hand-cut adit buried under loose scree in the east bank, 5 m
from the beck. The position of the level mouth is marked as No. 5 on Figure 1 and
is shown in Plate 2. This proved to be a cross-cut level similar to No. 4 in general
dimensions and workmanship, but made use of a small fault or dead vein not quite
in a direct line to the Silvergill vein. At a distance of 14.4 m the vein was reached
and hand-cut levels extended each way of the junction in the hanging wall of the
Silvergill vein, with another hand-cut level directly ahead in the footwall. A
rectangular hand-cut shaft was sunk directly on the Silvergill vein in the sole
immediately to the left of the entrance cross-cut. This was 0.8 m wide and 1.9 m
long in the direction of the vein, and sloped down to the north but was blocked
about 1.5 m from the top. A crude wooden jackroll with iron handles was still in
place over the shaft. Blasting in the area of the shaft head had widened the level, and
the jackroll is thought to be a relic of mid-19th century trials.
The main drive was to the WSW, but at intervals cross-cuts had been put through
the vein and substantial footwall ore deposits stoped away. Most of these workings
had suffered extensive roof falls and only limited access could be gained. The main
drive in the hanging wall had been back-filled almost to the roof with deads,
probably during the 19th century trials, but the MOLES members, with the
permission of the LDNPA, have begun to clear the main drive to the floor so that
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Locations and deduced names of mine workings on the Silvergill vein at
Caldbeck. Absolute height above Ordnance datum is approximate, relative height
difference in metres and fathoms is with respect to level No. 2.

TABLE 1.

Feature

Identification (Date)

No. 1

Height difference

NGR

Height AOD (m)

Low cross-cut (1600?)

NY 3022 3426

No. 2

Blind Wastel (ca. 1580)

NY 3019 3423

No. 3

50 fm level (19thC?)

NY 3003 3428

445.7

No. 4

New Stolne (1573)

NY 2994 3414

501.6

55.7

30.5

No. 5

Emanuel Stolne (1571)

NY 2991 3409

525.0

79.3

43.4

No. 6

Fortune Stolne (1575)

NY 2986 3404

553.8

108.1

59.1

No. 7

Silvergill Shaft (1600?)

NY 2978 3398

604.4

158.7

86.8

(m)

(fm)

432.2

—13.6

—7.4

445.9

0.0

0.0

the level is currently accessible for a distance of 88 m from the shaft at the entrance
cross-cut. A compass-and-tape survey of the drive was then carried out to determine
the strike of the vein, and the survey results showing the position of the main drive
are plotted on Figure 1.
The discovery of this level now raised the possibility of identifying the Silvergill
levels if their relative elevations could be matched to those in the records. From
February to April 2000 a theodolite survey was carried out to locate the relative
positions of the level mouths in Silver Gill and Roughten Gill and their sole heights,
together with other significant topographical features. A Cooke V22 theodolite was
used, and due to the extremely difficult terrain and lack of an EDM facility,
distances and heights were measured by a simple stadia method supplemented by a
metallized tape and magnetic compass. Later handheld GPS receivers were used to
orient the survey grid to OS grid and thus provide approximate (±10 m) NGR
positions for the level mouths. A barometric altimeter incorporated in one receiver
was calibrated by reference to a point at Fellside, and confirmed that the estimated
absolute heights were accurate within instrumental precision of one or two metres.
These data are listed in Table 1 and were used to locate the positions of the levels
and shafts on Figure 1. Note however that the entrance to No. 3, the 50 fm level, is
completely buried by scree and earth so that its exact position and elevation are
uncertain. Its position on Figure 1 is as shown on the 1860 OS map.

Discussion and Conclusions
Table 1 shows that the two lowest levels on the Silvergill vein have a height
difference of 13.6 m or 7.4 fm. Since the trials to be made in 1600 were to explore
the extremities of the vein, then No. 1 should be the level driven in 1600, and No. 2
the level called Blind Wastel. Recent corroboration for this is the finding of a crude
map of the mine workings at Caldbeck dated 30 May 1724 which shows a level on
the Silvergill vein at about the position of No. 2 which is called the "old waistel
level". 32 Ignoring 19th century level No. 3, the next three highest levels in Silver Gill
are 30.5, 43.4 and 59.1 fathoms above No. 2, and the shaft at the head of Silver Gill
is 86.8 fathoms above it. Since New stolne was 25 or 30 fm above Blinde Wastel,
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Fin. 2. Graph showing the variation of cross-cut length with height of the levels driven from Silver Gill
to the Silvergill vein. At the elevation of the new level proposed to be driven in 1630, the graph indicates
a cross-cut length of 41 fm, close to the 43 fm estimated by the Germans.

then level No. 4 is New stolne. Emanuel stolne should be 14 fm above New stolne,
and although No. 5 is only 12.9 fm higher, this is acceptable as the entrance height
was dictated by the position of the cross-vein, and the level floor might rise more
steeply than that of the underlying New stolne. Level No. 6 is 15.7 fm above
Emanuel, close enough to the 16 fm expected for the Fortune stolne for it to be
identified as such.
The positions of the level mouths relative to the Silvergill vein give further
support to these identifications. In 1630 it was stated that a level 15 fm under New
stolne would require a cross-cut 43 fm long. The surveys carried out on the
accessible parts of Emanuel and New stolne showed that the cross-cut lengths were
14.4 and 30.0 m respectively, and the 50 fm cross-cut was reported to be 60 fm
(110 m) long. Assuming that the hade and strike of the vein remain constant and the
level mouths all lie on a straight line in the bottom of Silver Gill (a rough
approximation only), then the length of a cross-cut 15 fm below New Stolne can be
estimated from a graph of cross-cut length versus entrance height. Figure 2 shows
that such a cross-cut would be 41 fm (75 m) long: close enough to the German
estimate of 43 fm. Thus the relative spacing of the levels, and the topography of
Silver Gill and the Silvergill vein accord sufficiently closely with the historical
records for a firm identification to be made.
Supporting evidence for German mining at Silver Gill is provided by the ancient
name of "Golden Hugh" for a working in the upper part of Silver Gill. There has
been speculation about the origin of the name, but this issue is resolved as
Hammersley 33 shows a list of creditors dated 25 March 1622 which included "hew
stoddert, alias golden hew", and a list of debtors for which there was hope of
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recovering the debt, dated August 1633, which included the same man: "Hew
Stoddart, alias goldn hew". The alias was necessary to differentiate this man from
Hugh Stoddart the smith. "Golden" Hugh Stoddart was thus a long term employee
or contractor with the Hechstetter mining company, and the linking of his name
with Silver Gill indicates that they were working there.
Following the identification of the Silvergill vein as the focus of the German
operations at Caldbeck, further interesting (but less certain) conclusions follow. The
ancient Caldbeck workings mentioned in 1319 might well be the workings on
Silvergill vein which predated the German operations. If so, their probable location
was on the outcrop of the vein on Balliway Rigg, just above Emanuel Stolne. The
pre-German working was said to have a length of 80 fm (146 m), which from
Figure 1 suggests a length of outcrop from Silver Gill beck to a point halfway to the
old smithy on Balliway Rigg (Figure 1). Since the Germans' first operations at
Caldbeck were underneath the old workings, this, or its extension to the west, may
be what the Germans called the Reiterin. First Emanuel, then New stolne were
driven under the old workings and extended to the WSW under Silver Gill.
Under normal circumstances a vein is first worked at surface then at depth by a
shaft or successively lower adit levels. The strange fact that at Silver Gill a new level
(Fortune) was driven above Emanuel can now be understood from the topography.
Evidently the progressive shift of the workings to the west focused the attention of
the miners on the upper reaches of Silver Gill and resulted in the discovery in 1575
of Fortune, a rich new ore-shoot in the outcrop of the Silvergill vein on the western
side of the ravine. This working was developed by the Fortune stolne, driven directly
on the vein in the north-west bank of the ravine. Although the strike of the vein
makes a large angle with Silver Gill, its strong hade to the NNW causes the outcrop
to run along the north-west side of the gill, thus catching water draining from Yard
Steel Fell and directing it into the workings. This provides a convincing explanation
for the rapid decay of the timbers used to support levels and stopes in the soft
ground for which Fortune Stolne became notorious. Assuming the strike of the
upper part of the vein to be the same as that measured in Emanuel Stolne, the
approximate positions of the three principal levels together with the later 50 fm level
were drawn as dotted lines on Figure 1. All three of the main levels were blind drives
penetrating deep into Yard Steel Fell, and relying on periodic interconnection by
internal shafts to provide adequate ventilation and drainage. Note, however, that the
levels penetrated well beyond the area covered by Figure 1 without any connection
to the surface, and demonstrate the Hechstetters' competence in mine ventilation.
The positions of the miners' lodging house and the stamping house can also be
estimated now that the workings are identified. The lodging house was high up near
the mines, and since the fells around Balliway Rigg are so steep, virtually the only
place where the lodging shop could have been situated was an area of disturbed
ground on the Silvergill vein outcrop, where a small smithy was later located (Figure
1). Hushing of the region "in the topp" close to the miners shop was suggested in
1602 3 and indeed there are at least two prospecting hushes on the front of Balliway
Rigg, one either side of the smithy. Below the smithy, which is orientated parallel to
the vein, is a thick scatter of black earth very similar to that found beside miner's
shops of the 19th century that is evidence of a domestic occupation. There are traces
of footpaths leading from the smithy site along the outcrop of the vein to the upper
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part of Silver Gill and to Emanuel, as well as a track to the foot of Balliway Rigg, so
proximity to the mines and adequate communications with the dressing floor at the
foot of the fell strongly suggest that the German lodging house was located there.
The position of the stamping mill is less clear, but logically should be at the foot
of Balliway Rigg, near the end of the well-defined track from the mines and lodging
house. There are traces of lead and copper ores on contaminated ground where the
footpath ends, and the heavy foundations of an old structure exist below that point,
now covered by a 19th century roadway. A plentiful supply of water is available from
Silver Gill, and the foundations of a dam or weir across the beck near the old
structure indicate that this is the most probable position of the 1571 German
stamping mill.
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Glossary of technical terms
adit, adit level

bouse teem
buddling (adj)
cross-cut
cross-vein
day
dead (adj)
foot wall (ligget)
forehead
hade
hanging wall (hinget)
jackroll
kibble
level
sile

a near-horizontal tunnel by which a mine is entered, or
drained.
hopper-like structure for storage of crude ore drawn from
mine.
pertaining to hydraulic process for concentration of crushed
crude ore using a shallow inclined tub or trough.
a level driven through country rock to reach a vein.
vein intersecting another vein at a large angle.
daylight, hence surface of the ground over a mine, e.g. dayshaft: shaft sunk from the surface.
barren, devoid of workable mineral.
underlying side of an inclined vein.
the unworked end of a level or drift.
the inclination of a mineral vein or fault from the vertical.
overhanging side of an inclined vein.
simple winch turned directly by handles.
bucket of wood or iron used to transport ore; the kibble
could hold about 1.5 cwt of copper ore or 2 cwt of lead ore.
a near-horizontal mine tunnel.
a large roofing-timber or rafter, usually one of a pair.
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sole^underfoot part or floor, e.g. of a level.
stolne (stollen)^old German word meaning adit level.
stope^a step-like excavation in a mineral vein, often one above
another.
strike^the horizontal direction of a vein.
tributer^a miner who works on tribute, i.e. an agreed plan of
receiving certain proportions of the produce or their
equivalent value in money.
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